Binding Elements
Plastic Coil Binding Elements in a Wide
Range of Pitches, Sizes and Colors
•

Documents open easily and lie flat - perfect for
reference materials, training manuals and any other
types of books.

•

Documents will have a sleek, professional look and
will be securely bound yet easily revised.
Plastic coil binding is quickly becoming the most
popular type of short-run book binding method. Many
companies are upgrading their plastic comb binding
to plastic coil.

•

•

Coil is available in a wide range of colors, may be
rotated 360 degrees, and will lay flat.

•

Coil is great for bound media that is mailed because
of its resiliency. If the binding is bent in shipping, it
will bounce back to its original shape.

Same Quality, Same Selection for
BindRiteRecycled PVC Plastic Coil
If you’re a regular purchaser of BindRite brand plastic
coil, you’d never know the difference when you
receive your next order. Manufactured from recycled
PVC, our premium color coil binding elements look
the same, perform the same and (best of all) cost the
same. And you can still choose from 50 colors.
Twin Loop Wire Binding Elements
For a classic look with the ultimate in flexibility and
function, you can’t beat wire binding. Its layflat capability
and range of cover and stock options means it can
include almost anything and be used for any purpose.
Wire binding allows pages to turn 360 degrees, making
it perfect for calendars, cookbooks, manuals and much
more. Unlike other mechanical binding styles, wirte
bound books eliminate the ‘step-up’ from one page to
the next that can ruin crossover images. That allows
maps and complex technical drawings to be spread
over both pages without disrupting their functionality.
The options for wire bound documents are nearly
limitless. Designs can include stocks of various finishes
and styles as well as foldouts and other touches that
accentuate the professionalism of your presentations.
COLORS: Black, white, red, blue, silver, gold.

